Symposium franco-américain  
co-organisé par Paris Sorbonne et State University of New York (SUNY)

Programme :

11 avril (Sorbonne F 368)

9h30-10h20 **Christina Zontini** (SUNY): *Effect of salience on bilingual language processing.*

10h20-11h10 **Sarah Harchaoui** (Paris-Sorbonne): *Non-European borrowings and their indexical field in the speech of adolescents in Eastern Oslo, Norway*

11h10-12h00 **Justyna Bernat** (Paris-Sorbonne): *The expression of politeness in French and Polish.*

12h00-14h00 PAUSE

14h00-14h50 **Zhiqi Gong** (SUNY): *Topic-prominent Features in English L2 Acquisition: Evidence of Chinese to-English Typological Transfer.*

14h50-15h40 **Sara Benoit** (Paris-Sorbonne): *Linguistics under the Big Top: the spectacularization of discourse in classic circus.*

15h40-16h30 **Emiko Kamiya** (SUNY): *Communicative Ability of Japanese Learners of English to Deal with Understanding Problems in Oral Dialogues with Native and Non-native Speakers of English.*

16h30 17h00 Summary and Conclusion